


The Krayon Kids 
Activity ideas

1. Scramble the character trait words located in this packet. 
Have the students rewrite them in alphabetical order.

2. Have students illustrate and write description of each trait 
from book or in own words. or from dictionary, 

3.  Play charades with the words with teams . Have each team 
act out one of the character trait words other team has to 
guess it …etc…or same team for points.

4.  Play concentration game…Match “krayons” to their trait. Or 
match Trait word to definition of trait.

5. Color poems or Character Trait Poems 

6.                          Color
                        Sounds like
                        Tastes like
                         Feels like
                         Smells like
                         Looks like

Or  you can also  write TRAIT poems ,emotion, or feeling 
poems with this same format.
                (Sample on next page)



Sample of Color Poem

Red
Sounds like a siren

Tastes like pepper
Feels like a hot rock

Smells like fire
Looks like lava

Sample Trait Poem

Joyful
Sounds like laughing
Tastes like ice cream

Feels like a hug
Smells like a flower
Looks like sunshine







What will the Krayon Kids do next?

Fly to the moon?
Have a Deep Ocean Adventure

Explore a Rainforest
Help the Environment

Save endangered Animals
Be left alone in the classroom all summer?

Meet the Jumbo Crayons?
Anything is possible….

What is your idea?
______________________________________
______________________________________

___  







Adventurous
Brave

Cooperative
Dependable

Eager
Forgiving
Grateful

Humble
Inventive                 

Joyful
Kind

Loyal
Mannerly
Nurturing
Optimistic

Patient
Questioning
Respectful

Studious
Truthful

Unselfish
Versatile

Wise
eXtraordinary

Yourself
Zealous

Character Trait words used in The Krayon Kids Story



Please visit 
thekrayonkids.com

Here you will find more information about the 
book and have a chance to interact with the 

stories and the author.

The Krayon Kids book is available 
on Amazon, Barnes and 

Noble and at thekrayonkids.com

Partial proceeds are sent to 
First book .org

When you buy a book you help a child.

http://thekrayonkids.com
http://thekrayonkids.com

